AMENDMENT # 4

DATE: June 25, 2009

TO: All Bidders of Record

FROM: David Martinez, Senior Buyer

SUBJECT: Amendment #4 to T-2756 “CNM’s Re-cabling SB, TC & KC Hall”

This amendment becomes part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding documents as noted below:

In response to the specific question 5&6 and answer located in Amendment #1:

1. **Question:** The question was in reference to Ted Chavez Hall only. In that hall, cabletray in the corridors, conduit stubs into the rooms, and conduit between TR’s is provided by others and is not to be bid. However, cabletray and conduit is **required** in all of Smith-Brasher and only minor additions in Ken Chappy. Therefore, the bidders are to review their bid to ensure that cabletray and conduit is included in Smith-Brasher including telecom rooms and corridors; short sections of cabletray (added to existing) and additional conduit (parallel to existing) is to be included in Ken Chappy including telecom rooms as noted on the drawings; and that **no** conduit runs, conduit stubs or cabletray is to be included in Ted Chavez except in the telecom rooms.

We need to know if the answer pertaining to the cabletray, room penetrations, and four inch conduits is only pertaining to 1 building or all 3. This is not clear, and I only remember one building from the walk-thru that had this installed.

5. **Questions:** T02-01A General Sheet Notes #2 All outlets shall be installed within 2 channel Wiremold around the perimeter and fed from ceiling space. During bid meeting walkthrough we were told all pathways and sleeves would be provided by others, I believe we were also told pipe and string for outlet locations would be run by electrical onsite and we would only be responsible for wire, terms, jacks and build-outs of telecom spaces. Does this preclude wiremold and also power poles? Please clarify.

6. **Answer:** During the walk-through it was stated that only the cabletray, room penetrations, and four inch conduit interconnect of TR’s was to be provided by the Owner. All other spaces will require Wiremold and Power Poles as shown on the drawings.

In Room T102, the space including T157, T158, and T159 had not been renovated prior to the completion of the design. The only instance of pipe and string potentially provided to any flush mount outlet locations would be in this
area and would be installed by the Owner. The contractor would only be responsible for cable, terminations/testing, labeling, and jacks at those locations only.

2. Bid time and date remains the same June 26, 2009 3:00PM local time.

All other specifications, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this Amendment in the space provided on Section 00200-1.